LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES FOR POLICING

[Image of a search interface for legislative responses related to policing, including topics and states.]
27 states and Washington D.C. have introduced legislation
339 bills introduced
35 enacted bills/adopted resolutions
7 bills awaiting executive action
181 measures currently pending
15 states and Washington D.C. have enacted legislation. Topics include:

- Oversight & Data
- Use of Force, including Chokeholds
- Duty to Intervene/Report/Provide Aid
- Independent Investigation/Prosecution
- Training
- Officer Certification/Decertification
- Officer Discipline/Access to Records
- Body Cameras
- Liability/Immunity
- Policing Alternatives/Deflection
EXECUTIVE ORDERS

- 7 states have signed executive orders
- Orders in AR, NH and NY create new task forces
- The CT order is substantive and addresses use of force, community engagement, demilitarization and body cameras
- The MI order expands the membership of the Commission on Law Enforcement Standards
- AZ & MN are emergency orders addressing immediate situation
Thanks!

Remember to send questions in the chat box.